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ABSTRACT  
When using the CLASS statement in your PROC SUMMARY, 
SAS will calculate every possible combination of the CLASS 
variables.  By understanding the way SAS summarizes, you 
can find a simple way to determine which summaries you really 
want to keep and eliminating the others. 

INTRODUCTION 
I have always been fascinated by number patterns.  When I was 
about 8 years old, my father showed me a "Magic Square", a 3 x 
3 or odd numbered square in which you could place the numbers 
1 through 9 and have all rows, across, down and diagonally equal 
the same number.  It's easy to memorize the answer for a 3x3 
square: 

8 1 6 
3 5 7 
4 9 2 

But how do you memorize a 5x5, 7x7 or even a 99x99 square?  
There are many people who can spout complicated algorithms 
and formulas to compute the answer, however, my father showed 
me a pattern with simple rules to fill out the square under any 
circumstances.  This makes the solution easy if not impressive.  
I'd tell you the pattern but then you'd probably stop reading the 
paper and start trying larger squares.   
In the same way, SAS  uses a simple binary pattern to 
summarize the CLASS statement in PROC SUMMARY and other 
PROCS.   By knowing this pattern, you can simplify your output to 
just the summaries you need cutting down on paper and 
processing time. 
If the user is looking only for the summary with all the CLASS 
variables this can be done using the NWAY option in the PROC 
SUMMARY statement: 

PROC SUMMARY NWAY; 
   ClASS A B C D; 
   VAR TOTAL; 
   OUTPUT OUT =NWAYSUMM 
   SUM=SUMTOTAL; 
RUN; 

You will also get the same result with the  
BY statement in a summary preceded by a PROC SORT; 

PROC SORT;           
   BY A B C D;  
RUN; 
 
PROC SUMMARY; 
   BY A B C D; 
   VAR TOTAL; 
   OUTPUT OUT =BYSUMM 
   SUM=SUMTOTAL; 
RUN; 

Many times you need more than one summary.  On these 
occasions, you can easily do one PROC SUMMARY and retain 
only the summaries you need from that one procedure. 

UNDERSTANDING _TYPE_ 
To understand how _TYPE_ works in SAS  let's use a simple 
PROC SUMMARY: 

PROC SUMMARY; 
   CLASS A; 
   VAR TOTAL; 
   OUTPUT OUT = ONEVAR 
   SUM=SUMTOTAL; 

RUN;  

This summary will produce 2 summaries and assign _TYPE_ as 
follows: 
_TYPE_= 0 All records 
_TYPE_= 1 Records summarized by A. 
 
Now we can expand it by one variable. 

PROC SUMMARY; 
   CLASS A B; 
   VAR TOTAL; 
   OUTPUT OUT = TWOVAR 
   SUM=SUMTOTAL; 
RUN; 

In this way we double the number of _TYPE_'s: 
_TYPE_= 0 All records 
_TYPE_= 1 Records summarized by B only. 
_TYPE_= 2 Records summarized by A only. 
_TYPE_= 3 Records summarized by both A and B. 
 
Now add a 3rd Variable: 

PROC SUMMARY; 
   CLASS A B C; 
   VAR TOTAL; 
   OUTPUT OUT = THREEVAR 
   SUM=SUMTOTAL; 
RUN; 

Once again we double the number of _TYPE_'s: 
_TYPE_= 0 All records 
_TYPE_= 1 Records summarized by C only. 
_TYPE_= 2 Records summarized by B only. 
_TYPE_= 3 Records summarized by both B and C. 
_TYPE_= 4 Records summarized by A only. 
_TYPE_= 5 Records summarized by A and C only. 
_TYPE_= 6 Records summarized by A and B only. 
_TYPE_= 7 Records summarized by A and B and C. 
 
If you are following along you should start seeing the pattern.  
Let's add one more variable: 

PROC SUMMARY; 
   CLASS A B C D; 
   VAR TOTAL; 
   OUTPUT OUT = FOURVAR 
   SUM=SUMTOTAL; 
RUN; 
Once again we double the number of _TYPE_'s: 
_TYPE_= 0 All records 
_TYPE_= 1 Records summarized by D only. 
_TYPE_= 2 Records summarized by C only. 
_TYPE_= 3 Records summarized by both C and D. 
_TYPE_= 4 Records summarized by B only. 
_TYPE_= 5 Records summarized by B and D only. 
_TYPE_= 6 Records summarized by B and C only. 
_TYPE_= 7 Records summarized by B, C and D. 
_TYPE_= 8 Records summarized by A only. 
_TYPE_= 9 Records summarized by A and D. 
_TYPE_= 10 Records summarized by A and C. 
_TYPE_= 11 Records summarized by A, C, and D. 
_TYPE_= 12 Records summarized by A and B. 
_TYPE_= 13 Records summarized by A, B, and D. 
_TYPE_= 14 Records summarized by A, B and C. 
_TYPE_= 15 Records summarized by A, B, C and 
D. 
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THE BASIC FORMULA 
From this pattern we can determine a formula: 
1 Variable = 2 Summaries = 21 
2 Variables = 4 Summaries = 22 
3 Variables = 8 Summaries = 23 
4 Variables = 16 Summaries = 24 
5 Variables = 32 Summaries = 25 
6 Variables = 64 Summaries = 26 
or S=2n 

where S= # of Summaries and n= number of variables in the 
CLASS Statement. 

 
We also find that PROC SUMMARY generates the summary 
variables from right to left in the CLASS statement.   
 
So, how do we tell which summaries we want? 
Let's look at the following example: 

PROC SUMMARY; 
   CLASS A B C D E F; 
   VAR TOTAL; 
   OUTPUT OUT = WHICHSUM 
   SUM=SUMTOTAL; 
RUN; 

Now we want to find the summary _TYPE_ number for variables 
B, D & F.   We can use the formula above to insert a comment 
line to help us:  

PROC SUMMARY; 
* _TYPE_ 32 16  8  4  2  1;   
   CLASS  A  B  C  D  E  F; 
   VAR TOTAL; 
   OUTPUT OUT = WHICHSUM 
   SUM=SUMTOTAL; 
RUN; 

Remember PROC SUMMARY will summarize CLASS from right 
to left, so we assign the value of the variable by itself F=1, E=2, 
D=4, C=8, B=16 A=32.   Also remember that using no variables 
(total of data) is always 0.  Using all variables will be 2 times the 
left most variable - 1.  In this case 63. 

 
So how do we determine the summary for B D & F.   From the 
comment line we take  
(B=16) + (D=4)  +  (F=1) 
or 16  + 4 + 1 = 21 
So _TYPE_ = 21 would be summarized by B,D&F. 
Similarly,  A,C,E,F would be equal 32 +16 +2 +1 =51. 
Once you decide which _TYPE_'s you want you can print the 
shortened list with a where clause. 

PROC PRINT DATA=WHICHSUM; 
    Where _TYPE_ in  (0,21,51,63); 
RUN;  

 

Figure 1 
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A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE 
The first table (Figure 1) shows an example of PROC SUMMARY 
output.  The example is data from a checkbook program and is 
the first page of a longer summary.   Looking at the _TYPE_ 
column the first observation shows a 0, which is the total of all 
records in the file.  Each subsequent _TYPE_ will have all its 
observations add up to this _FREQ_ and NET.   For example, the 
8 records for  _TYPE_=1 (sorted by TYP), will add back to 1,499 
records and $2,003.39.   
 
You will also note how the table goes from right to left, as the 
_TYPE_ increases the table will “move” to the left by CLASS 
variable.     
 

The table was created with the following code: 
proc summary; 
  *_TYPE_= 8    4       2     1  ;              
   class year month category typ;  
   var net; 
   output out=sumcheck sum=;  
run; 
 

In order to find the total number of summaries we would use the 
formula S=2n or s=24 or 16.  To find a particular summary such 
as Year and Month we would add 8 + 4 and see that the 
Summary is 12.  In Figure 2 you will see the output for  
_TYPE_=12 in the highlighted area. 

CONCLUSION  
Understanding PROC SUMMARY and how it works can make it 
easier when summarizing large data sets.  By knowing the 
number of summaries your PROC SUMMARY creates you can 
determine which summaries you want to keep and which ones 
will be of no use to you.   
The formula for total summaries is S=2n where S= number of 
summaries and n=number of class variables. 
This method will also work with PROC MEANS and other SAS 
Procedures, which use the CLASS Statement. 
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